Introducing the new Mark

3 Pivot Pegz®
Unmatched performance and quality ,
PIVOTPEGZ

®

the new Mark 3 Pivot Pegz® take it to a whole new level! State of		

mega-wide 60mm platform,
open design to reduce mud packing and much more
		

PIVOTPEGZ

FEATURES

60mm wide platform
Aerospace grade stainless steel
Double heat treated
Electro-polished
Patented design
O-ring sealed
Spring loaded pivot action
High grip tooth pattern
Wide, open design
Adjustable height (most models)
Polished mirror finish
Embossed brand name
Precision built
High strength
High durability
Optional springless pivoting action*
*See website for details

PIVOTPEGZ

		 Enquire today www.pivotpegz.net
“One of the best improvements to a
stock bike I’ve tried.”
Trail Bike Magazine

Mark 3 Pivot Pegz ®
World’s widest
production footpegs!*

“Quite simply, the BIGGEST
confidence inspiring bolt-on I’ve ever
added to one of my bikes.”
T. Reaburn. WA
“Greater braking power, easier
shifting, and much less fatigue. This
product is a huge leap in technology”
Troy Roper USA

60 mm

mega wide
platform!

BENEFITS

Enhanced bike feel
Better bike control
Smoother body weight transfer
Reduced body jarring
Better balance and traction
Reduced fatigue
Superior foothold
Maximum load distribution
Easier gear shifts
Easier rear brake access
Extended boot life
Race proven design
Race proven durability
Race proven performance

the art grip pattern,

“I’ll never go back to using static
footpegs again!”
Mick Extance, UK
“With PIVOT PEGZ I’m always
positioned correctly for the jumps,
whoops and braking bumps. The bike
works perfectly under me.
Nicolás Rodriguez - Brazil

WORLDS #1
HIGH PERFORMANCE
PIVOTING FOOTPEGS
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Standard Pegs
DISADVANTAGE

Pivot Pegz
ADVANTAGE

Standard Pegs
DISADVANTAGE

“Easier shifts, boots always gripping
the pegs, better brake feel – makes
moving around on the bike more
effortless.”
Dirtbikeworld.net
“A perfect 10”
ThumperTalk.com
More testimonials, product info and
motorcycle fitment list on our website.

www.pivotpegz.net
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PIVOTPEGZ

